Introduction
This supplementary information consists of Table S1 and Figures S1 to S6. Table S1 details the parameters used in MSNoise for calculating change in velocity using ambient noise. Figure S1 shows the Real-time seismic amplitude (RSAM) of continuous seismic data collected at stations EZV3, EZV4 and EZV7, as well as seismic velocity calculations for different combinations of moving window stacks, frequency bands, and reference stack periods. Figure S2 shows the output of waveform correlation on seismic data using a threshold of 0.7. Output plots from MSNoise calculations are shown in figure S3 . The set up for the Brazil test experiments is shown in figure S4 . The results from all experiments carried out during this research are shown in figure S5 . Figure S6 plots the seismic velocity calculations from acoustic emission pulses using the last pulse as a reference.
D R A F T April 24, 2017, 9:45pm D R A F T Change8in8elastic8velocity8(P) Time8to8failure8(P) Figure S6 . Change in velocity during the experiments, using the last pulse as the reference waveform.
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